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Introduction
It is easy for those of us who studied and graduated in the era before before word-processors
and the Internet
• an era when contract-cheating involved buying hard-copy, probably typescript
• which would then likely have to be written out longhand by a student for submission,
• an era when contract-cheating was orders of magnitude more expensive and timeconsuming than is now the case;
to pronounce that today’s students should
• automatically know better than to engage with businesses we often refer to as essay mills,
• see through the advertising and marketing materials currently in use by such businesses,
• see through the obfuscations and plain dishonesties.

However, let’s take a quick look at a couple of typical “ethics statements” as made by essay
mills and try to think how inexperienced, naive students
• quite possibly working in their second, or third, or fourth... language
might interpret these sorts of statements.
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BuyEssay – 1
This essay mill advertises ‘Get retired UK university faculty to write for you’ and has a whole
webpage https://buyessay.co.uk/is-using-our-service-cheating
There’s a lot of verbiage about stress, and some comments about the GDPR and
confidentiality, all in clear black on white background, and the following statements*:

* As of 13 May 2021.
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BuyEssay – 2
In essence, all the clear easy-to-read statements on the webpage
• are positive, reassuring students that
• buying essays is acceptable, and
• submitting those is the norm, the expectation,
• and they won’t get caught
• and imply that it’s all ‘too distant’ for anyone to bother about anyway...

These statements are accompanied at the foot of the page
• well below the methods of payment information
• in half-size mid-grey font on black background
the disclaimer (in proportion to preceding screengrabs):

All in all, is that a serious attempt to tell students it’s cheating to submit commissioned essays?
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MyAcademicAssist – 1
This essay mill advertises ‘All research experts hold at least 2:1 degree from university and
85% of the writers are postgraduate degree’ and has a FAQ
http://myacademicassist.com/faq.php

This is in the form of 41 clickable questions, with only one answer visible at a time, and the
next slide shows a composite screenshot with inconsistent answers.
This essay mill is based in Mumbai, India, and doesn’t carry a disclaimer, unlike the previous
UK-based example.

This essay mill is actively deceptive in stating:
• Yes you can submit the work without any hassle as the work provided by us is of highest
academic standards.
As with the previous example, is that a serious attempt to tell students it’s cheating to submit
commissioned essays?
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MyAcademicAssist – 2
Composite screengrab, as of 13 May 2021.
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The Case-Study
So, that’s set the context...
... a taste of how deceptive essay mill websites can be.

I observe that there’s nothing special or exceptional about those two...
... those are simply websites I have come across while investigating contract-cheating.
So, to the case-study: a snapshot of ongoing research...
This concerns https://help4assignment.co.uk/
• and despite the ‘.co.uk’ URL
• and references to the UK
• and the Union Flag
the phone number indicates this essay mill is based in Dhamdha, Chhattisgarh, India.
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help4assignment
Landing page as of 13
May 2021.
Note the main strapline...
Note the Union Flag...
Note the sub-strapline at
the foot of page...
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The Particular Problems
However we view help4assignment’s website, and its tell-tale poor English
• their marketing practices pose very major concerns
• employees / agents posing as students with fake student identities
• to get access to student social media groups
• to get students’ names and contact details.
Those employees / agents are very persistent: students report
• being harassed,
• repeatedly being sent ‘testimonials’ – provided to help4assignment by other students
• having to opt out of social media groups to avoid being contacted.

The social-media screenshots that follow have been supplied by students and colleagues*
• but have been further redacted / obfuscated to protect recipients.
* We are grateful to those persons, at Northampton and other institutions, for forwarding messages and materials.
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Inadequate Redaction
Those testimonials are hugely problematic: are frequently inadequately redacted and
contain information regarding
• modules / courses
• schools / faculties / universities
• partial names & ID numbers
• i.e. enough information to enable identification of students!
Such targeting is significantly more unethical than as reported by Lancaster (2018).

And...
Those testimonials clearly breach
assurances given by help4assignment
on their website.
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Social Media Initial Contact
There is no current / former
student by this name.
This is a fake identity.

The fake student identity
‘Dipti’ has also been used
to target students at other
universities (Das, 2019
a&b).
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Social Media Conversation
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Soliciting ‘testimonials’
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Customer’s Personal Payment Record!
An extract from an apparently complete former student’s PayPal payment record sent to a
current student to encourage them to commission.

The former student paid each commission in two parts
• payments totalled ~£1200 (~$1700, ~€1400) over an academic year.
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Policy Questions – for individual institutions
Confronted with help4assignment’s indifferent and negligent attitude to its previous customers:
• How should we deal with essay mills that use such means to contact students?
➞ Is it even worth the effort?
• Essay mills are legal (in the UK), and some are based overseas.
• How should we deal with student recipients?
➞ Some redactions are blatantly inadequate, blatantly breach confidentiality.
• Identification of former / other students within capabilities of recipients?
• How should we communicate with implicated former students?
➞ Implies we have to investigate first to establish authenticity of ‘testimonial’.
• How should we deal with students who admit essay-mill agents to social media groups?
➞ Students can act naively, in good faith, but some work for essay mills
• in various capacities for various rewards.
• How should we deal with staff who admit essay-mill agents to social media groups?
➞ Staff can also act naively, in good faith, but some are ghost-writers, paid by essay mills.
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Policy Questions – for the sector
As well as institution-internal policy issues, what about the wider community?
Do we need national / international policies and agreements?
• To advise or specify how institutions should communicate with other institutions implicated.
• To set up systems and infrastructures to manage and facilitate such communications, e.g.
• information clearing houses
• investigative bodies.

Do we need government interventions?
• To monitor institutions’ integrity in dealing with contract-cheating, inter-institution contractcheating?
• To monitor any organised-crime aspects of the international contract-cheating industry?
➞ Piecemeal legislation in individual countries will not solve the problem,
➞ need inter-government agreements.
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Conclusions
help4assignment is a business and is at liberty to choose its marketing practices
• which appear unchanged since at least 2019, so we must assume work
• but those practices present the HE sector with problems.
There has been information on help4assignment’s activities in the public domain since 2019
• including some of the ‘testimonials’ sent out by help4assignment
• e.g. newspaper articles by Nabanita Das (2019 a&b) and Platform Magazine (2019) etc.
• and Nabanita Das reported that help4assignment blocked them rather than respond.
To date, best information indicates that the ‘testimonials’ sent out by help4assignment
• show genuine records of commissions, commissioned materials, grades, etc.
These are not business practices we can ignore:
• it’s not safe to assume the nature of the ‘testimonials’ has gone unremarked over 2-3 years,
possibly longer, by blackmailers and extortionists;
• it’s not safe to assume that other essay mills aren’t using similar marketing practices
• raising the same ethical and privacy concerns.
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